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REGATTA!!! 
 

It’s looking promising for a regatta!
Details to be arranged but the plan is to have the race

and do the dinner/awards thing at a later date. 
Regatta day is July 4th

Awesome!   

AboutTime 
Downwind run - Upwood Cup Race

May Results (including throw outs)

Chiquita -(Ron B)              12 Points
Te-mer-i-ty - (John V) 12 “
Raven Lunatic - (Brad L) 20 “
Peregrine - (David T) 26 “
Frendy - (Charlie P) 27 “

Spring Series to date (including throw outs)
      
Chiquita - (Ron B)               11 Points    
Te-mer-i-ty - (John V)         24 “    
Peregrine - (David T) 31 ” .
 Linnea - (Anders R)            32 “    
Frendy - (Charlie P)             36 “

The Spring Series runs April, May and June
Lots of Racing left to go! 
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Scardon Islands or Indian Isles as they were once called

My good friend, and sometimes crew, Megan sent me this old photo of the Scardon Islands. 
I thought it was taken from Irvines Landing looking towards Fran Pen. 

Megan thinks its from Fran Pen looking towards Irvines Landing. 
What do you think? 

 Now that David doesn’t have the monumental task of producing 
a monthly newsletter,his time is spent looking at ways to streamline our 
scoring system. As such, the winter series results have been updated. 

Thanks David, time well spent! 

Revised Winter Series Results
Chiquita    (Ron B)        20 Points

 Frendy     (Charlie P)    21 “
 Peregrine  (David T)     37 “
 Linnea  (Anders R)      42 “
 Infidel   (Dale K)           42 “

Now THAT is flying the chute!
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The 2020 Upwood Cup                by Brad Lowell

The events of the race day have been written as a compilation 
from �ve di�erent boats to provide a “view from the cockpit” – 
just like the embedded reporter on each boat in the Volvo 
Ocean race series! Thanks to Charlie, David, Alain, Munson and 
Brad for the insights.

Due to Covid 19, the Upwood Cup in 2020 was run this year as a 
race from Pender Harbour to QB 51 o� secret Cove and return. 
The scheduling of the race was modi�ed several times due to 
the weather forecast playing its usual uncertainty. We ended up
racing on Sunday the 17th to what turned out to be excellent 
sailing conditions.

It started out a grim overcast day with very light winds 
forecasted. A proper start was held on a line between Nares 
Rock and the Harbour light with the warning followed by the 
usual 5 minute count down, horns and all, and even 
accommodated one participant’s request to start at 10 am on 
the dot which was referred to as GPS time. Variable winds for 
the �rst half hour saw most boats struggling to get clear of the 
islands and into the SE breeze. After a half hour, a decision was 
reached to move the start line to Francis Point. The �otilla made 
their way under power and as soon as the boats formed a 
raggedy line a restart was called.

Breeze at the start was about 10+ knots from the SE with lumpy 
seas. The boats diverged as they made their way South with 
some favoring the higher winds near the middle of the Strait 
with others choosing to stay closer to shore where there was 
less chop. Most boats were �nding themselves somewhat 
overpowered as the wind gusted to high teens near Welcome 
Passage. But, in true racing fashion, the skippers were pushing 
their boats, and in many cases, the water was running very close 
to the boat rails. Exciting!

Raven Lunatic led the �eet to the �rst mark but with her black sails 
she was at times hard to spot (the Lunatic’s skipper calls it stealth 
mode), spotting a boat on the horizon with an extreme angle of 
heel was the clue! 

Raven Lunatic was followed around the mark by About Time and 
then Frendy. The next group was Peregrine, Imagine and Nexus. 
The latter had managed to stay clearly ahead of this grouping for 
most of the race, but Imagine and Peregrine were in a tight battle 
all the way. All boats were surprised by the strength of the �ood 
current running at the Tattenham Ledge.  Peregrine was �rst of the 
second group to the mark but misjudged the tide and had to make 
a crash-tack 4 feet from the mark. With the wind gusting 18 knots 
trying to sheet in was a challenge single handed.  After a struggle 
Peregrine managed to just scrape past the mark, but Nexus and 
Imagine continued to struggle with rounding it. Imagine 
eventually ended up making it ahead of Nexus. 

The return trip was downwind and really pleasant. By then, the sun 
was shining and the wind had piped up a bit. With winds still strong 
most boats chose to run wing on wing with all except About Time 
foregoing the spinnaker. Still, an exciting run for the �nish with 
boats hitting their respective hull speeds. 

Raven Lunatic gybed down the course using her planning speed 
albeit over longer distances to reach the �nish line �rst. About 
Time came in a few minutes later with Frendy next followed by 
Peregrine, Nexus and Imagine who had a neck and neck �nish, 
really needing a photo �nish as it was so close and exciting. In�del 
followed a bit later and crossed in grand style.

And a quote from the winning skipper: “It takes a lot of wind to 
move About Time along and Sunday's conditions did not 
disappoint. The day's piece de resistance for us had to be the 9 
mile, in the sun, �nish line gennaker run.  I could do that every 
day of the week!”

On corrected time, the Upwood cup was won by About Time, 
with Frendy second and Raven Lunatic third. A thoroughly 
enjoyable sail in what turned out to be perfect conditions. Well 
done everyone, especially those single handing! Next year we will 
hopefully be back to our usual crews and especially the social 
event at Secret Cove!

A big thanks to Claus for organizing the event and Charlie for 
o�ciating. 
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Imagine and AboutTime head upwind to the mark 
Upwood Cup Race - May 17, 2020

David Hoens, crew on Infidel, has been 
slogging  away rebuilding his beloved 

Newport 28. David has done some 
excellent videos of the 

task and part 9 (!!!) is here….

https://youtu.be/LUtoeVyoRv

...holy moly!
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Great Boats   -   Black Soo
Hull Type:  Fin with spade rudder
Rigging Type:  Fractional sloop
LOA:  29.70 ft 
LWL:  25.92 ft
Beam:  7.00 ft
S.A. (reported):  314.00 ft2 
Draft (max):  5.92 ft
Displacement:  4,000 lb
Ballast:  1,965 lb
S.A./Disp.:  19.99
Bal./Disp.:  49.13
Disp./Len.:  102.54
Construction:  Plywood/single chine
First Built:  1957
Builder:  Various (homebuilt)
Designer: Van de Stadt

Black Soo was well ahead of it’s time. The first one built was in 1957 of plywood and 
many more followed. All were home or custom built. Construction details of the original 
plywood boat are very similar to the locally popular 26’ ThunderBird, simple and rugged.
There is another design that is very similar called the Royal Cape One-Design that was 
production built (fibreglass) in South Africa.  The Black Soo was designed as a minimal 
ocean racer and speeds of 20 knots surfing downwind were regularly reported.  Deep 
fin keel, spade rudder, very slim hull, light weight…. quite the boat! 
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